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About This Game
Off-Road Drive, the off-road racing simulation for PC, is the first game ever to deliver a true-to-life, off-road, extreme racing
experience. Players will take part in The Russian trophy, Off-Road Trial, Thai Trophy and many other events through the worst
driving conditions with a variety of natural obstacles like swamps, rocks, snow and sand.
No other game features this variety of off-road sport vehicles including tuned stock SUVs and trucks, as well as several classes
of prototypes specifically built for off-road driving. The vehicles can be equipped with an assortment of special cross-country
equipment and accessories including winches, low gear, differential gear locking, clinometer, altimeter, tire air pressure control,
sand tracks, etc.
There has never been such an innovative simulation of interactive terrain response as well. Terrain under the vehicle will act just
like it does in real life, the car will sink in dirt, the dirt will create a rut and will stick to the car and tires affecting its handling.
Stones will fly from underneath the wheels and damage other trucks. The game will feature various surfaces that will not only
affect tire friction but have complex reactions based on car weight, speed, wheel torque, tire condition, time on this surface,
depth of car immersion into the surface and much more.

Key Features:
Leading international off-road championships.
Racing and mud bogging.
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Tough challenges and obstacles to beat.
Special off-road equipment and accessories (Lowered gearing, front/rear locking differentials, winch, etc.).
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Title: Off-Road Drive
Genre: Racing, Simulation
Developer:
1C-Avalon
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
1C
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2011
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7
Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2 GHz
Memory: 1GB
Hard Disk Space: 8GB
Video Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible video card with 256 MB RAM
Sound: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card

English,German,Russian,Italian,French
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It looks nice, and runs well enough, kinda like Starcraft 1.
However gameplay-wise it's a pain due to horrible path-finding (cars will happily run into trees) and the unpredictability of how
a car will move and where the map will allow it to move. That is compounded by the cars tending to want to approach enemies
on their own, resulting in one of them deciding to ram a fence when you tell it to drive down a road. Lastly, moving groups is a
pain because they always try and keep the same distances as when they started moving, and there doesn't seem to be a way to tell
them to move closer together.
The nail in the coffin however is that the writing is utterly atrocious.. great nostalgia takes me back. All i need now is champ
man 93/94 and half life. 3/3 FPS game. only "-" is that it's very short. Got all achievements in 2h.. A very good Napoleonic war
game but it would of been nice to play as another nation at that price.
7/10 worth a buy.. Nice game to while away a couple hours, however there I found very little depth and was able to complete the
game in less than 2 hours. It did not quite meet my required £1/hr ratio even at £2.79, it is for this reason and the lack of
engaging storyline that I am not recommending this game.. Quite faithful to the inspired source and pretty fun.. Empty servers.
No updates.
The game could be really good, maybe better than Guns of Icarus in certain ways, but there's only 3 maps?!
Really sucks, I paid like 15$ for this game, now free to play.
The devs took the money and immediately stopped development, then steam released a dead game.
Game development is a weird industry.. I can not change my screen resolution it wont let me apply changes PLEASE FIX!
Thanks. you anime and you kill skeltons
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I need the Soundtrack of the Boss Battle :P Its so Freakin' Amazing!!!. Arkanoid meets Binding of Isaac, so ♥♥♥♥ing worth
it!. So for starters, This isnt like war thunder.
This as a VR experience in this stage is amazing.
And the dev is actually active with you and listen to you and writes down suggestions for maps, gamemodes and adjustments for
tanks etc.
Pros - Not laggy like most "indie" vr games
- working with both the vive, Oculus and the windows mixed reality headset
- Great driving mechanics for the tanks
- Great selection of WW2 era music
Cons - The punishment corner (look at devlog.2)
- No ingame voice com (being worked on though)
. One of the good projects, which was released recently.. I hate having to not recommend this title but it did not live up to
expectation. The snapshot of the voyage was very brief, no showing of the ship before sinking, no showing the ship hitting the
iceberg and a greatly accelerated rendition of the sinking which was a bit sterile and the graphics too basic.
I love what they have tried to capture with sitting in the lifeboat which was well done but it was just not enough.
The majority of the game is exploring the wreck 100 years later with a basic mini game. While this was a nice addon I
personally would have preferred for the focus to have been on the voyage and the sinking itself.
After Apollo 11 I had great hopes for this title especially when I heard there would be real actors however it did not live up to
what I was expecting. I would not pay for the title given the chance again and think it would be better suited as a subscription
play.
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